This paper presents an extended version of Goal-Oriented Requirements Analysis Method called AGORA, where attribute values, e.g. contribution values and preference matrices, are added to goal graphs. An analyst attaches contribution values and preference values to edges and nodes of a goal graph respectively during the process for refining and decomposing the goals. The contribution value of an edge stands for the degree of the contribution of the sub-goal to the achievement of its parent goal, while the preference matrix of a goal represents the preference of the goal for each stakeholder. These values can help an analyst to choose and adopt a goal from the alternatives of the goals, to recognize the conflicts among the goals, and to analyze the impact of requirements changes. Furthermore the values on a goal graph and its structural characteristics allow the analyst to estimate the quality of the resulting requirements specification, such as correctness, unambiguity, completeness etc. The estimated quality values can suggest to him which goals should be improved and/or refined. In addition, we have applied AGORA to a user account system and assessed it.
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1. Introduction

A process of software requirements analysis consists of requirements elicitation and requirements description. Requirements elicitation is a phase where an analyst collects information from the stakeholders, clarifies the problems and the needs of the customers and users (simply we use “customers” from here), tries to find the best solutions, and makes its planning on what software system will be developed.
provides quantitative analysis techniques on goals. On the other hand, Chung’s approach[5] to non-functional requirements provided qualitative attributes (e.g. positive contribution or negative one) in a goal-oriented method and it cannot handle with goals from quantitative view.

Another contribution of our AGORA is to providing a technique how to estimate the quality of requirements specifications from intermediate artifacts produced during a requirement elicitation process. Almost all of the existing methods are just for supporting the creation of artifacts, neither the measurement of their quality nor their improvement based on the quality measurement. In AGORA, these attached attribute values and the structural characteristics of a graph allow an analyst to estimate the quality of the resulting requirements specification, such as correctness, unambiguity, completeness etc. The estimated quality allows the analysts to recognize which goals should be improved and/or refined. This technique suggests to us how we embed quality measurement into the existing methods and AGORA is one of the examples where a framework of measuring quality is embedded. We can apply this technique, i.e. attachment of attributes to artifacts, to the existing methods.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We illustrate AGORA by using a user-accounting system in the next section. Section 3 introduces the quality factors of a requirements specification, which were defined in [9] and IEEE 830 Standard[1] and presents how we can estimate these quality factors from AGORA quality metrics. The AGORA quality metrics can be calculated from the attribute values on an AND-OR graph and its structural characteristics, and we also formally define the expressions for calculating the AGORA quality metrics.

2. AGORA Method

2.1. Overview of AGORA

To make up the support functions that the existing goal-oriented method does not have, an AGORA goal graph is the extended version of AND-OR goal graphs, more concretely it is an attributed AND-OR goal graph. Figure 1 depicts the model of the AGORA goal graphs. The extended parts of AGORA goal graphs can be listed up as follows;

1. Attaching attribute values to nodes and edges. These attribute values, in addition to the structural characteristics of the graph, allows us to estimate the quality of the requirements specification that is produced from the graph, as mentioned in the section 3. We have two types of the attributes in the following;

- Preference matrix: It is attached to a node, i.e. a goal, and stands for the degree of preference or satisfiability of the goal for each stakeholder.
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- Contribution value: It is attached to an edge and expresses the degree of the contribution of the goal to the achievement of its connected parent goal.

2. Rationale: It can be attached to an attribute as well as a node and an edge. It represents the reasons why an analyst decomposed the goal into such sub-goals, why he chose the sub-goal at the OR branch and why he attached such attribute values to the edge or the node. Attaching rationales is very helpful to maintain the AGORA goal graph.

The procedure to construct an AGORA goal graph is as follows;

1. establishing initial goals as customers’ needs,
2. decomposing and refining goals into sub-goals,
3. choosing and adopting the goals from the alternatives of decomposed goals,
4. detecting and resolving conflicts on goals.

In the following sub-sections, we illustrate the details of AGORA method by using a user-accounting system on a Web as an example. Figures 2, 4 and 5 show a series of the snapshots on the process where the analyst is developing the AGORA goal graph of the example problem.

2.2. Establishing Initial Goals

Initial goals can be considered as the needs of the customers, and at first an analyst puts them on the root nodes of the AGORA graph. Figure 2 depicts the first snapshot of the AGORA graph for our example, an user-accounting system on Web. In the example, the initial goals are “high quality”, “the purpose of the system is for international and worldwide use” and “every user has an E-mail account”, and these are put on the root nodes of the graph as shown in the figure.

2.3. Decomposing and Refining Goals

The second step of the AGORA method, one of the most significant steps, is for decomposing and refining the goals into sub-goals one after another, with the initial goals as
starting points. The sub-goals are connected to their parent goals with directed edges. The analyst can have more than one sub-goal of a parent goal, and can also use two types of decomposition corresponding to the logical combination of the sub-goals – one is AND-decomposition and the other is OR-decomposition. In AND-decomposition, unless all of the sub-goals are achieved, their parent goal cannot be achieved or satisfied. On the other hand, in OR-decomposition, when at least one sub-goal is achieved, its parent goal can be achieved. The analyst can attach attribute values – preference matrices and contribution values to the goals and the edges respectively. In the example of Figure 2, the analyst attached the preference matrices to the sub-goals “No identification” and “Identification”, and the contribution value +10 to the edge from “For international use” to “Everyone can register”. As shown in the figure, he can also associate with this attribute value the rationale why he had attached that value. For example, the analyst gave the value −5 in the preference matrix of the goal “No identification” because illegal use of accounts is bad. Associating these rationales is very helpful to decompose the goals further and to choose the goals out of the alternatives of OR-decomposed sub-goals. The details of the attributes are as follows.

- Contribution Value: This attribute value is attached to an edge between a parent goal and its sub-goal and it can be an integer from −10 to 10. The value expresses how many degrees the sub-goal contributes to the achievement of its parent goal, and the higher the value is, more contribution the sub-goal provides. The negative value means that the sub-goal blocks the achievement of the parent goal. In Figure 2, the edge from the parent goal “others do not register me” to “No identification” has the negative value −10. If the account system has no functions of user identification, someone can impersonate a correct user and use the system illegally. Thus the sub-goal “no identification” prevents the achievement of protecting impersonation and the analyst gave the negative score. The value 0 on an edge represents that there is no contribution of the sub-goal and we usually do not draw this edge. The analyst can give the different score for each edge in OR-decomposition, while he should attach the same value to all of the edges in AND-decomposition because nothing but the complete set of the edges can contribute to the achievement of the parent goal. In the example of Figure 2, the initial goal “Web account system of high quality” has been refined into two sub-goals with AND-decomposition and the contribution value 7 has been attached to them. Unless both of the sub-goals “Easy to register an account” and “Safe” are achieved, their parent goal cannot be done. If both of them are achieved, the parent goal is achieved with the degree 7. In this sense, we can consider that these two goals have the same contribution value. On the other hand, the goal “one can complete to register immediately” is refined into two sub-goals with OR-decomposition, and they have the values +10 and −7 respectively.

- Preference matrix: It expresses what degree a stakeholder prefers to a goal or is satisfied, and is attached to a goal. Each of the value also takes an integer from −10 to 10. Each stakeholder does not only attach the preference value of his own, but also estimates the preference values of other stakeholders. As a result, the preference of a goal is represented in the form of a matrix. Figure 3 shows an example of a preference matrix. In this example, three stakeholders, a customer(C), an administrator(A) and a developer(D) participate in a requirements elicitation phase and they estimate their preference values. Each value at the diagonal elements of the matrix, 8, 10 and 0, shows a preference value of a stakeholder estimated by himself. The values in the first line of the matrix are attached by the customer, and the customer estimates the preference values of himself, the administrator and the developer at 8, −7 and 0 respectively.

Figure 3. An Example of a Preference Matrix

We can use the values in the matrix to find the gap of understanding a goal among the stakeholders, and this
kind of stakeholders’ misunderstanding or misleading goal frequently results in inappropriate decomposition of the goal. More concretely, to recognize the gap of understanding from a preference matrix, we may use the variance of each column in the matrix. If the variance is zero or sufficiently low, the analyst may decide that the stakeholders mutually understand the goal and have a consensus to it. If the variance is higher to a certain extent, the analyst should analyze the rationales why the stakeholders had provided that varied scores and he should explore the causes of misunderstanding. In the example in Figure 3, which is drawn from the goal “Identification by return E-mail” appearing in Figure 4, an administrator himself gave the value 10 to a goal. However, the developer estimated that the preference of the goal to the administrator was $−10$. This difference suggests the possibility of the gap of understandings the goal between the two stakeholders. The variance of the vertical elements at the column of the administrator in this matrix, i.e. the variance of $−7$, $10$ and $−10$, is $116.3$, which seems to be too high. On the other hand, the variance of the “customer” column is $6.3$, which seems relatively low. According to this variance, the analyst could find that the administrator and the developer had different interpretations, and he could doubt whether the stakeholders had a proper understanding of the goal from the administrator view, and check their rationales. As shown in Figure 4, the attached rationales inform that the administrator considered automated sending an E-mail for user identification, on the other hand the developer considered manual sending the E-mail. The analyst should start making the goal description more concrete or decomposing it into more concrete sub-goals, in order to fill the gap of the stakeholders’ understanding. The combination of the preference matrices and the rationales are very helpful to recognize and improve the misleading goals.

The stakeholders attach the value subjectively. However they can use some systematic techniques such as AHP method to decide the more objective values.

Since the preference matrix includes the preference degree for each stakeholder, we can identify the conflicts of the preference or satisfiability on a goal among the stakeholders, by checking the variance of the diagonal elements of the matrix. This topic will be mentioned in the sub-section 2.5.

2.4. Choosing and Adopting Goals from the Alternatives

At least one sub-goal is chosen for achieving its parent goal if the parent goal has been OR-decomposed. The contribution values and preference matrices help the analyst to choose suitable sub-goals.

Basically, if a sub-goal is connected to an edge having a high contribution value, it can be a candidate for being chosen and adopted as a successor of its parent goal. This is because the contribution value of an edge indicates how the sub-goal connected to the edge is useful to achieve its parent goal.

For example in Figure 4, a goal “others do not register me” is OR-decomposed into two sub-goals “No-identification” and “Identification”. The analyst adopts the “Identification” because its edge from the parent goal has the positive and higher contribution value $+10$. Thus the system to be developed includes the function of identifying a user when the user registers to it. This example is very simple and let’s see more complicated example in the figure. The goal “Identification” is OR-decomposed into two sub-goals; “Identification by return of E-mail” and “Identification by SSN”. The analyst would choose and adopt either of them, and the contribution values $+7$ and $+10$ are attached to their edges respectively. Therefore, the analyst might have chosen the sub-goal “Identification by SSN”. However, in the above case, he could not simply decide that because the edge from a goal “Anyone who have E-mail accounts can register” has the negative contribution value $−7$. If the analyst adopted the goal “Identification by SSN”, the system could be used for U.S.A. only and the conflict to the initial goal “For international use” would occur. Consequently, in this case he selected another goal as shown in Figure 5. It means that the analyst cannot decide the adopted goals locally and he should consider all of the edges incoming to the goal that he would like to adopt. We will discuss the details on how to handle with such conflicts in the next sub-section.
Preference matrices also help an analyst to choose goals. Since the system described in a requirements specification is basically for the customers, the preference values of the customers are a good indicator to choose suitable goals. In AGORA, it can be recommended that an analyst may choose the goals having higher preference values of the customers.

In the figure of the final snapshot of Figure 5, a goal “Identification” is successively OR-decomposed into two sub-goals; “By return of E-mail automatically and immediately” and “Identification by SSN”. A customer gave the preference value 8 to the former sub-goal, and 3 to the latter sub-goal by himself. Therefore, an analyst may choose and adopt the former sub-goal “By return of Email automatically and immediately” because it has the higher contribution value. As a result, the analyst continues to decompose it and finally gets the three sub-goals, which are enclosed with a shaded rectangle box, as shown in the figure.

2.5. Detecting and Resolving Conflicts on Goals

There are two types of conflicts on goals; one is the conflict between goals and the other one is the conflict on a goal between stakeholders. As mentioned in the last subsection, the example of the first type of conflicts appears in Figure 2 between the goals “others do not register me” and “No identification”. Where the edge has a negative contribution value. The second type also appears in the figure on the goal “No identification”. See the diagonal elements of the preference matrix on this goal. The customer gave the preference value -5 by himself, while the developer’s preference is 10 given by the developer himself. It means that if this goal is adopted, the customer is not so preferable while the developer is happy. The analyst can detect these two types of conflicts by investigating the contribution values and preference matrices. We can summarize which goals have the possibility of conflicts as follows:

- two goals that are connected with the edge whose contribution value is negative.
- the goal where the diagonal elements of its preference matrix have a large variance or are much deviated from their average value.

If the graph has a pair of the sub-goals which are connected with the edge having a negative value and the analyst cannot but adopt it, he has to consider the further decomposition into sub-goals so that he can get the sub-goals whose contribution values are increasing. For example, the first snapshot of the AGORA graph shown in Figure 2 has a pair of the goals “one can complete to register immediately” and “Identification”, between which edge has the contribution value -7. The analyst decomposed the goal “Identification” further and created the two new sub-goals “Identification by return of E-mail” and “Identification by SSN” in Figure 4. These sub-goals, in particular “Identification by SSN”, increase the contribution values to the achievement of the ancestor goal “one can complete to register immediately” because the usage of SSN or E-mail makes the task of user identification less troublesome. In the figure, the contribution value of the edge to “Identification by SSN” is 10 and it results in greater contribution to the achievement of the ancestor goal. This example shows that the contribution values provide some guidelines in what course the analyst progresses the goal decomposition.

When the analyst finds the large variance of the diagonal elements of the preference matrix of a goal, there is a possibility of the conflict among the stakeholders for the goal. In this case, the relevant stakeholders would be forced to negotiate for the conflict resolution of the goal. For example, suppose that the analyst adopts the three goals shown in the bottom of Figure 5. Their parent goal is “By return of E-mail automatically and immediately” and they are related to the usage of One-Time Password (OTP) for users’ identification. All of the developer’s preference values in these goals, i.e. -5, -8, -5, are quite lower, and it means that the developer does not consider that he is happy to implement these three goals. To resolve the developer’s unhappiness, the analyst should negotiate with the stakeholders including the developer, say they will discuss the extension of the deadline of the development and/or a raise in development fee so that the developer will have no problems on taking OTP. Although it is out of scope of this paper how to negotiate with the stakeholders for this kind of conflict resolution, our AGORA method can be seamlessly combined to the supporting methods such as WinWin[3] and DDP[6].

2.6. Terminating Decomposition of Goals

When the decomposed goals grow concrete enough to design and implement an intended software system, the analyst may finish his analysis. One of the guidelines for “concreteness” of the goals is that the goal consists of operational descriptions. See the three sub-goals of the goal “By return E-mail automatically and immediately” in Figure 5. Since they are sufficiently made more concrete so that they include operational statements, e.g. “Input ...”, “Issue ...” and “Register...”, i.e. the statements have action verbs as main verbs, the analyst stops the further decomposition. We call such goals as final goals, which are the leaves of an AGORA graph.

In Figure 5, although we find three groups of final goals, each of which is an option to achieve the initial goals, the analyst adopted one of the three groups which is enclosed with a shaded box in the figure, i.e. the sub-goals of “By return of Email automatically and immediately”.

...
3. Quality Measurement

3.1. Quality Metrics of Requirements Specification

McCall et al. defines quality factors of a final product as software quality, such as reliability, efficiency, maintainability, consistency, and usability[4]. It is so impossible to directly measure such a quality of software itself that it is indirectly measured by means of measurable quality metrics such as a precision of computation, a size of program, and a rate of using standard interfaces and data types. This type of quality factors and quality metrics is suitable to measure a source code, but we do not think that it is applicable to measure a requirements specification.

Davis[9] and IEEE Standard 830[1] mention Correctness, Unambiguity, Completeness, Consistency, Verifiability, Modifiability, Traceability and Ranked for Importance & Stability as quality factors of a requirements specification. In this paper, we adopt them to express the quality of a requirements specification. Degrees of measurability and importance in these quality factors vary with the methods that the analyst uses to develop a requirements specification. For instance, it is almost meaningless to measure an unambiguity factor in a formal method because a specification is described in a completely unambiguous formal language.

McCall suggests a measurement method in which a quality factor is calculated by values of comparably measurable quality metrics and a weighting factor matrix. In this paper, we apply this measurement method to quality factors of Davis and IEEE. For each requirements analysis method, we propose specific quality metrics of requirements specifications, which is directly and easily measurable. We also propose a calculation of each quality factor from a set of values of the quality metrics by means of a weighting factor matrix. Quality metrics depend on a requirements analysis method because they are calculated from the final or the intermediate artifacts that are specific to the method. AGORA adopts an attributed AND-OR graph of goals and the quality metrics that originate in attributes and topology of the graph.

The definitions of the quality metrics and a calculation of the quality factors are shown in the next sub-sections.

3.2. Quality Factors and Quality Metrics

In AGORA, customers’ needs are described in the initial goals of an AND-OR graph, and a set of the adopted final goals can be considered as a requirement specification. In the example of Figure 5, the customer’s needs are the three initial goals “For international use”, “For customers having E-mail accounts” and “Web account system of high quality”, while the three final goals enclosed with the shaded box are parts of the requirements specification. By evaluating the quality of the adopted goals in the AGORA graph, the analyst can estimate the quality of the final artifact of requirements analysis, i.e. the requirements specification.
Furthermore, the results of the evaluation allow the analyst to improve and decompose some goals during the requirements elicitation process. That is to say, the analyst can start the activity of quality improvement before completing the requirements specification. Providing this improvement technique based on quality measurement is one of the key features of AGORA.

It is out of scope of this paper to show the complete set of all measurable quality factors and quality metrics of AGORA. This paper aims to propose some of them, demonstrate calculation of the quality factors, and show their measurability in AGORA.

The formal definition of the quality metrics in this paper is based on the definition of the AND-OR graph shown in Figure 1. The name of each class and each relation denote a set and a predicate respectively. For instance, FinalGoal and \( f \in \text{FinalGoal} \) denote a set of the adopted final goals and a adopted final goal \( f \) respectively, and \( \text{incoming}(g, e) \) denotes that edge \( e \) comes in goal \( g \). We use ‘has’ as the name of object aggregation relationship. For instance, \( \text{has}(g, m) \) denotes that \( m \) is the preference matrix of goal \( g \).

**Correctness:** Correctness is a quality factor which means how many requirements in a requirements specification meet customer’s needs. Correctness in AGORA is strongly related to contribution values on the path to the adopted goals. Furthermore, correctness in AGORA is related to the customer’s preference value of the adopted final goals.

In this paper, we introduce the following quality metrics for correctness:

- Average of the minimums of contribution values on all of the paths from the initial goals to the adopted final goals (Sat).
- Ratio of edges whose contribution values are positive (Pos).
- Average of customer’s preference value of the adopted final goals (Cup)

The formal definitions of these quality metrics are as follows:

\[
\text{Sat} = \left( \frac{\text{AV}_E f \in \text{FinalGoal} \{ \text{Sat}(f) \}}{10} \right)
\]

\[
\text{Sat}(f) = \frac{\text{AV}_g \{ g \in \text{InitialGoal} \mid \exists p \in \text{path}(g, f) \} \{ \text{Ctrb}(f, g) \}}{\text{MIN} \{ c \in \text{Contribution} \mid \text{has}(e, c) \}}
\]

\[
\text{Pos} = \frac{\# \{ e \mid \text{InitialGoal} \cap \text{FinalGoal} \cap \text{PositivePath}(g, f) \}}{\# \{ p \mid \text{path}(g, f) \mid g \in \text{InitialGoal} \cap f \in \text{FinalGoal} \}}
\]

\[
\text{Pos}(g, f) = \{ p \in \text{path}(g, f) \mid \exists e \in p, \forall c \in \text{Contribution} (\text{has}(e, c) \to (c > 0)) \}
\]

\[
\text{Cup} = \text{AV}_E \{ m \in \text{FinalGoal} \cap s \in \text{Stakeholder} \cap m \in \text{Preference} \mid \text{has}(f, m) \}
\]

where \( \text{AV}_E f(x) \{ s(x) \} \) and \( \text{MIN}_p(x) \{ s(x) \} \) means the average and the minimum of a set of number \( s(x) \) constructed from \( x \) such that \( p(x) \) respectively, \( \text{path}(g, f) \) means the set of paths from goal \( g \) to goal \( f \) (a path is a sequence of edges), and \( m_{s, \text{customer}} \) means customer’s preference value evaluated by Stakeholder \( s \) in preference matrix \( m \).

The results of the calculation for all of the adopted three goals in Figure 5 are as follows:

\[
\text{Sat} = \frac{(5 + 10 + 5 + 3) + (5 + 10 + 5 + 3) + (5 + 10 + 5 + 3)}{12} = 0.58
\]

\[
\text{Pos} = \frac{12}{12} = 1
\]

\[
\text{Cup} = \frac{(8 + 8 + 5) + (-2 + 0 + 0) + (-3 + 0 + 0)}{(3 + 3 + 3)}/10 = 0.18
\]

**Unambiguity:** Unambiguity is a quality factor which means how many requirements in a requirements specification cannot have more than one interpretation. Unambiguity in AGORA results from the unambiguity of goal descriptions. Since each goal is described in natural language, one of the quality metrics for unambiguity in AGORA can be defined with the number of ambiguous expressions, e.g. “as soon as possible”, “immediately”, “easy” and so on, in the goal descriptions. In the case of a restricted software domain, it is possible to estimate the unambiguity based on a collective set of common domain specific lexicons which all stakeholders can interpret uniquely. More concretely, we construct a kind of dictionary that includes the standard words in the domain in advance, and count how many words in the dictionary are included in the goal descriptions. Furthermore, it might be possible to estimate the unambiguity from semantic viewpoints of the goal descriptions when natural language processing technique will make progress in the future.

Unambiguity in AGORA is also indirectly measurable from values in a preference matrix. Ambiguity of a goal description leads to a fault of stakeholders’ common recognition, i.e. the gap of the stakeholders’ understanding of the goal. It appears in the deviation of vertical elements in each column of a preference matrix because these values are the evaluation of a stakeholder’s preference by all stakeholders. This quality metrics is defined as follows:

\[
\text{Vd} = 1 - \frac{\text{AVE}_{s \in \text{Stakeholder} \cap f \in \text{FinalGoal}} \{ \text{Vd}(s, f) \} \{ \text{has}(f, m) \}}{10}
\]

\[
\text{Vd}(s, m) = \text{AveDev} \{ \text{AV}_E \{ m_{s, \text{customer}} \} \}
\]

where \( \text{AveDev}(S) \) means the average of absolute deviations of a set of numbers \( S \).

The result of the calculation for all adopted three final goals in Figure 5 is \( \text{Vd} = 1 - (1.33 + 1.33 + 1.78 + 0.89 + 0 + 2.89 + 1.33 + 1.33 + 1.78)/9/10 = 0.14 \). The quality metrics of the selected final goals is the average in them. Furthermore, an average of deviation values of each final goal \( \text{AveDev} \) might suggest whether the goal is
ambiguity or not. For instance, the deviation value of the goal “Issue an OTP and send it by E-mail” is the highest (2.89) in the selected final goals, so that this goal can be more unambiguous.

**Completeness:** In general, completeness is a quality factor which means necessary requirements are not lacking in the requirements specification. In this paper, we make a focus on how many customer’s needs could be specified in the adopted final goals.

Completeness in AGORA is strongly related to how exhaustively all initial goals are decomposed to the final goals through the only edges with positive contribution values. This quality metrics is defined as follows:

$$Cov = \frac{\#\{i \in InitialGoal|\exists f \in FinalGoal AllPositive(i,f)\}}{\#InitialGoal}$$

*AllPositive*(i, f) = *(PositivePath*(i, f) = path(i, f))

In Figure 5, the initial goal and all three adopted final goals are connected by only edges with positive contribution values, i.e. Cov = 1.

The number of unambiguous expressions and that of domain-specific lexicons, mentioned in the section of Un-ambiguity, are also quality metrics for completeness because they are related to the number of undefined words and/or undocumented words.

**Consistency:** Consistency is a quality factor which means how few inconsistency among requirements in a requirements specification.

The quality metrics for consistency in AGORA include a ratio of edges whose contribution values are positive (*Pos*), mentioned in Correctness. When an adopted goal has an incoming edge whose contribution value is negative, the goal prevents an achievement of the parent goal. It means that the goal contradicts to the parent goal and might lead to an inconsistency.

The deviation of horizontal elements in each row of a preference matrix is also related to consistency. When the deviation of the values in a row of a preference matrix with a goal is large, there are conflicts among the preference values of stakeholders and the goal might lead to inconsistency in the stakeholders. This quality metrics is defined as follows:

$$Hdv = 1 - \frac{AV_{e \in [Stakeholder, f \in FinalGoal}(Hd(s_1, m))has(f, m))}{10}$$

$$Hd(s, m) = AveDev(\cup_{i \in [Stakeholder, m_1]}$$

The result of the calculation for Figure 5 is 1 – (3.33 + 5.33 + 5.56 + 4.89 + 5.56 + 6.22 + 3.78 + 5.11 + 5.56) / 9 / 10 = 0.5.

**Verifiability:** Testing is the only verification method in AGORA because all goals are described in natural language, being different from formal languages that have mathematical verification techniques. The quality metrics for verifiability include how easily appropriate test cases are generated from final goals. It is related to a ratio of ambiguous expressions and a ratio of operational descriptions. A ratio of operational descriptions is measurable by means of the number of the verbs that denote actions.

**Modifiability:** The quality metrics for modifiability include how an AND-OR graph is closed to a tree structure. When there are many incoming edges to a goal, the goal contributes to an achievement of many goals. In consequence, these many goals should be under consideration in case of changing the goal. The quality metrics is defined as follows:

$$Tre = \frac{\#\{g \in RefinedGoals|\#\{c|\text{incoming}(g, c) = 1\})}{\#RefinedGoals}$$

RefinedGoals = Goal – InitialGoal

The result of the calculation for Figure 5 is (12 – 2) / 12 = 0.83. In the figure there are two goals whose incoming edges are more than one, out of 12 refined goals.

**Traceability:** There are two types of traceability: one is the traceability among objects in AGORA (‘intra-traceability’), and the other one is the traceability between objects in AGORA and objects in the next step of software development process (‘inter-traceability’). Inter-traceability depends on a usage of an AGORA final product in the next step, and it depends on which methods the analyst uses in the next step. Since inter-traceability is not measurable without specifying how the analyst will use the final goals of the AGORA graph, we put it aside of this paper.

The quality metrics for intra-traceability in AGORA include a connectivity between final goals and customer’s needs (Con) and a degree of attached rationales (Rat).

$$Con = \frac{\#\{f \in FinalGoal|\exists g \in InitialGoal, \exists p \in path(g, f)\}}{\#FinalGoal}$$

$$Rat = \frac{\#\{g \in GraphElement|\exists c \in Rationale has(g, c)\}}{\#GraphElement}$$

In Figure 5, all three adopted final goals are the results of several decompositions of the initial goal, i.e. Con = 1.

**Ranked for Importance & Stability:** This quality factor means how clearly the importance and stability of requirements is described when they are necessary to be specified. Importance of a goal in AGORA can be indirectly specified by means of a preference matrix with the goal. More concretely, the metrics can be the value on how many percentages a preference matrix is attached to the goal where the importance ranking should be really specified. However, just from the AGORA graph, we cannot decide whether a preference matrix should be essentially and really attached to the goal, it is difficult to define formally quality metrics for this quality factor in AGORA.
Section 3.3. Calculating Quality Factors

Each quality factor is an average of the relevant quality metrics mentioned above with weighting. Quality factors $QF_i$ ($i = 1, \ldots, n$) is defined by means of values of quality metrics $QM_j$ ($j = 1, \ldots, m$) and a weight matrix $w_{i,j}$ ($i = 1, \ldots, n$, $j = 1, \ldots, m$) as follows:

$$QF_i = \sum_{j=1,m} w_{i,j} \times QM_j$$

where $\sum_{j=1,m} w_{i,j} = 1$.

We call the weight matrix $(w_{i,j})$ ($i = 1, \ldots, n$, $j = 1, \ldots, m$) as a quality matrix. We assume that a quality matrix for each requirements analysis method can be given from experience.

An example of a quality matrix of AGORA is shown in Table 1. A blank cell in the quality matrix denotes zero. Each value in Table 1 is just an example for explanation in this paper. Since Table 1 is restricted to the quality metrics defined formally in this paper, verifiability and rank of importance & stability are omitted. The calculation of correctness by means of Table 1 and the values of the relevant quality metrics in the previous subsection are as follows:

$$0.5 \times \text{Sat} + 0.3 \times \text{Pos} + 0.2 \times \text{Cup} =$$

$$0.5 \times 0.58 + 0.3 \times 1.0 + 0.2 \times 0.18 = 0.63.$$

### 4 Discussion

Connection among the goals through edges allows the analyst to remind missing goals or missing decompositions. Especially when decomposing the goal having more than one parent goal, the parent goals provide multiple views of the goal and an analyst can consider the decomposition from these multiple views. The parent goals play a complementary role in the decomposition of the goal. In fact, in the example of Figure 5, at the first step to decompose goal “By return of E-mail automatically and immediately”, which has more than one parent goal, the analyst missed the sub-goal “Input user name and E-mail address” because he focused just on the parent goal “Identification by E-mail” and on OTP (One Time Password). However he could find it from another parent goal “Register immediately” because names and E-mail addresses are necessary information for “Register”. This is the example to show that the multiple parent goals help an analyst to decompose goals further.

Although a support to decide attribute values was out of scope of this paper, it is one of the most significant techniques in AGORA. In the example of this paper, it was difficult to decide the values of preference matrices. Decision support methods such as AHP[13, 14] and combining AGORA with communication support methods might be one of the promising solutions to solve the problem.

Current AGORA is a top-down requirements analysis from customer’s needs as initial goals. There might be a case that customer’s needs are not the most abstract initial goals. For instance, when a concrete goal such as “For customers having E-mail accounts” is given as customer’s needs, it might not be suitable as an initial goal to be decomposed. On the other hand, more general or more abstract goals rather than customer’s needs such as organization constraints and objectives, physical and social law, common sense, standards and so on can be initial goals, and these goals are sometimes missing. To avoid this problem, before setting up initial goals, we should identify wide range of the stakeholders such as lawyers and organizational managers as well as domain experts and they may have to participate in goal decomposition processes. Identifying stakeholders and their involvement in AGORA process is one of the future works.

The metrics that we proposed in AGORA is product metrics in the sense that we calculate them just on the final AGORA graph, neither considering the parts of the graph that have been abandoned, nor measuring the process how and in what order it was constructed. There are some of the quality factors that are difficult to be measured in our approach, and process metrics[7] is one of the promising approaches not only to make our product metrics more precise but also to enlarge the range of the measurable quality factors. For example, whether the order of goal decomposion is in top-down direction or not may be considered as the quality factor of stability. Developing this kind of process metrics is also one of the future works.

One of the most serious problems of AGORA is the management of the goal graph’s complexity. For example, Figure 5 seems to be becoming to become a bit unmanageable. When we use normal goal-oriented method, we sometimes decompose goals uselessly because we have no established ways to select goals to be decomposed. We can select such goals by means of contribution and preference values in AGORA. However, we still have to spend much time and effort for attaching each of these values. Therefore, we have to develop ways to narrow down the candidates of edges and goals to which such values should be attached, and ways to attach each value efficiently.

### 5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed AGORA, a method for requirements elicitation which is an extended version of a goal-oriented method by attaching preference and contribution attributes to an AND-OR graph. Furthermore, we have proposed a method to estimate the quality of a requirements
specification by means of the structural characteristics and attribute values of an AND-OR graph. In the first section, we pointed out the activities that are not supported in current goal-oriented methods. Here we summarize how AGORA contributes to support these activities.

1. Selecting the goals to be decomposed: In AGORA, We decompose only goals each of which has a relatively large contribution value to its parent, and avoid useless decomposition. Diagonal values in a preference matrix also tell us which goals may be decomposed. If diagonal values in a preference matrix are relatively large, we may select a goal having the matrix to be decomposed. Especially a diagonal value attached by a customer is important.

The variance of a preference matrix denotes that each stakeholder interprets a goal having the matrix differently, and an ambiguity of the goal causes such differences. Therefore, a goal with large variance should be selected to be decomposed.

2. Prioritizing and solving the conflict: As mentioned in sub-section 2.5, there are two types of conflicts; one is among the goals and another is among the stakeholders on a goal. In the same way for selecting the goals to be decomposed, we can prioritize the goals and stakeholders by using contribution and preference values, and we can detect the conflicts during the prioritization in both cases. The way for solving the conflicts remains to future works. DDP[6] and Cost Analysis[13] are candidates of it.

3. Choosing and adopting a goal as a requirements specification: This activity is also supported in the same way of selecting the goals to be decomposed. In addition, We stop decomposing a goal when its content is operational and make it to be a part of requirements specification.

Since each final operational goal can be regarded as a use case, methods based on Scenario Analysis[16] and Use Case Modeling might be suitable for the next step of AGORA. The details of the next suitable process of AGORA still remain in the future works. The discussion about AGORA and the next process will lead to a precise measurement method for traceability.

4. Analyzing the impacts when requirements change: We can not examine the impact analysis in AGORA so much. At least, when a requirement is changed, we may find a correspondent node and reconsider nodes connected to it with a large contribution value.

5. Improving the quality of the requirements based on a quality of AGORA graph: In AGORA, quality metrics of requirements specification to be described are derived from the structure of a goal graph, contribution values and preference values. We will explore how to improve the requirements quality by the metrics in the future.
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